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Abstract. Convection as one dominant source of atmo-
spheric gravity waves (GWs) has been the focus of inves-
tigation over recent years. However, its spatial and tempo-
ral forcing scales are not well known. In this work we ad-
dress this open issue by a systematic verification of free pa-
rameters of the Yonsei convective GW source scheme based
on observations from the High Resolution Dynamics Limb
Sounder (HIRDLS). The instrument can only see a limited
portion of the gravity wave spectrum due to visibility effects
and observation geometry. To allow for a meaningful com-
parison of simulated GWs to observations, a comprehensive
filter, which mimics the instrument limitations, is applied to
the simulated waves. By this approach, only long horizontal-
scale convective GWs are addressed. Results show that spec-
trum, distribution of momentum flux, and zonal mean forcing
of long horizontal-scale convective GWs can be successfully
simulated by the superposition of three or four combinations
of parameter sets reproducing the observed GW spectrum.
These selected parameter sets are different for northern and
southern summer. Although long horizontal-scale waves are
only part of the full spectrum of convective GWs, the mo-
mentum flux of these waves is found to be significant and
relevant for the driving of the QBO (quasi-biennial oscilla-
tion). The zonal momentum balance is considered in verti-
cal cross sections of GW momentum flux (GWMF) and GW
drag (GWD). Global maps of the horizontal distribution of
GWMF are considered and consistency between simulated
results and HIRDLS observations is found. The latitude de-
pendence of the zonal phase speed spectrum of GWMF and
its change with altitude is discussed.
1 Introduction
Gravity waves (GWs) significantly impact global circulations
by accelerating or decelerating the background wind while
dissipating or breaking (e.g., McLandress, 1998; McIntyre,
1998; Kim et al., 2003; Alexander et al., 2010). For ex-
ample, GWs are important in driving the quasi-biennial os-
cillation (QBO) (e.g., Dunkerton, 1997; Ern and Preusse,
2009; Alexander and Ortland, 2010; Evan et al., 2012; Ern
et al., 2014; Kim and Chun, 2015) and the semiannual os-
cillation (SAO) (Ern et al., 2015). Moreover, they are as-
sumed to be the main driver of the summer-time branch of
the stratospheric Brewer-Dobson circulation (Alexander and
Rosenlof, 2003; Fritts and Alexander, 2003) and play a sig-
nificant role in wind reversals in the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere (Lindzen, 1981; Matsuno, 1982; Ern et al.,
2013).
GWs are generated by different sources such as orography,
convection or spontaneous adjustment of jet streams. In our
work, we will focus on convectively generated GWs. Con-
vection excites GWs via diabatic forcing by latent heat re-
lease and has long been accepted as one of the most promi-
nent sources, in particular at low latitudes. However, con-
vection itself is parameterized in large-domain models and
global models. Even if part of the GW spectrum is resolved,
physics assumptions and mathematical formulation of the
convective parameterization influence the characteristics of
the excited GWs (Kim et al., 2007; Preusse et al., 2014).
In order to represent in global models the important con-
tribution of convectively forced GWs to large-scale circula-
tions, several parameterizations of GWD induced by cumu-
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lus convection have been developed (e.g., Rind et al., 1988;
Kershaw, 1995; Chun and Baik, 1998, 2002; Beres et al.,
2004; Song and Chun, 2005). In this paper we focus on the
convective GW source (CGWS) scheme of Song and Chun
(2005). In this CGWS scheme, the spatial scale δx and the
temporal scale δt of the diabatic forcing are free tunable pa-
rameters. These scales δx and δt cannot be determined from
theory. Generally, there are two approaches to define these
parameters: (1) forward estimation assuming typical scales
of clouds or convective systems or (2) by comparing the
resulting GW distributions with observations. The primary
scale set “MF1” of the Yonsei CGWS scheme (Song and
Chun, 2005) has δx = 5 km and δt = 20 min. These scales
are selected based on mesoscale simulations conducted by
Song et al. (2003). The primary scale set MF1 shows good
agreement with GW temperature variance (GWTV) from
Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) observations on board the
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (Choi et al., 2009) and
with GW momentum flux from three-dimensional mesoscale
simulations (Choi and Chun, 2011). However, MF1 un-
derestimates the GWTV observed by Atmospheric Infrared
Sounder (AIRS) on board the Aqua satellite, and therefore
an additional scale set MF2 (δx = 25 km, δt = 60 min) was
added (Choi et al., 2012). GWTV given by the combina-
tion of MF1 and MF2 matches AIRS observations well in
both horizontal distribution and magnitude. Nevertheless,
this combination cannot explain the GW spectrum observed
by HIRDLS, which peaks at longer horizontal wavelength of
about 600 km and vertical wavelength of about 10 km (Ern
and Preusse, 2012). A possible reason is that MF1 and MF2
do not describe the presence of large-scale convective sys-
tems.
Recently, an increasing number of studies show evidence
of the essential contribution of such large-scale convective
systems to the global climatology. For example, in the paper
of Liu and Zipser (2015), snapshots of precipitation systems
(precipitation features (PFs)) observed by the precipitation
radar on board the Global Precipitation Mission (GPM) were
analyzed. The largest PFs are found with sizes greater than
100 000 km2. Liu and Zipser (2015) reported that PFs with
sizes greater than 48 756 km2 contribute 28 % of total global
precipitation. For PFs with size larger than 10 000 km2, this
contribution is 54 %.
In the work of Khouider and Moncrieff (2015) a modified
version of a previously developed multicloud model is used
for parameterizing mesoscale convective systems (MCSs).
For the condition of a typical double African and equatorial
jet shear flow, a linear analysis of this modification shows
an additional new scale-selective instability with a maximum
of approximately 400 km. In addition, in the work of Kil-
patrick and Xie (2015), surface wind observations from the
Advanced SCATterometer (ASCAT) are utilized to estimate
the downdrafts of MCSs. These observations show the exis-
tence of MCSs with the scale of 100–300 km.
On one hand, the GW spectra for MF1 and MF2 are not
in agreement with the spectra observed by HIRDLS. On the
other hand, there is an increasing number of recent studies
showing the importance of large-scale convective systems.
This indicates a need of finding a new larger scale set for the
CGWS scheme, which can correctly reproduce the spectrum
observed by limb sounders. For this reason, we determine
the free tunable parameters of the CGWS scheme that pro-
vide the best agreement with HIRDLS observations in this
work. For that purpose a wide range of spatial and tempo-
ral scale sets of the CGWS scheme is surveyed. Based on
that survey and observations from HIRDLS, combinations of
scale sets which best fit the observed GW spectrum are se-
lected for January and July 2006. Although simulations focus
on the year 2006, similar convective regions are observed in
different years (e.g. Ern et al., 2006, 2011; Alexander et al.,
2008) and the current study aims to determine general char-
acteristics of convective GWs by tuning the parameteriza-
tion based on observations. This will be supported by model-
measurement comparison of 3 consecutive years. We also in-
troduce an additional tuning parameter that controls the ini-
tial wave amplitude and therefore determines breaking levels.
Details about this parameter will be explained later in the pa-
per. For this purpose we compare zonal mean cross sections
of observed and simulated GWMF and its vertical gradient.
Again, the observational filter, which mimics the limitation
of the instrument due to visibility effects and observation ge-
ometry, is applied to the simulations, and we can investigate
the relation between absolute GWMF and GWD. Finally, we
consider different source regions in global maps and discuss
the interaction of GWs with the background wind employing
phase speed spectra of the zonal momentum flux.
Until recently, several papers comparing single sources
such as convection with observations have been published.
Most of them are either completely theoretical using edu-
cated guesses for spectral distributions, or purely observa-
tional; some of them show correlations to proxies of deep
convection (e.g. McLandress et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2004;
Jia et al., 2014). There are a few studies which compare dis-
tributions in the hot spot regions of convective GWs in the
summertime subtropics (Choi et al., 2009, 2012). These stud-
ies used an educated guess to define the free parameters gov-
erning the spectral distribution and confine this guess by the
global spatial distribution of GW variances. In our paper, for
the first time, the spectral information of global observations
is used to confine the spectral distribution in a CGW model.
The spatial distributions are then used as an additional test.
Furthermore, we estimate the relative importance of convec-
tive GWs for the momentum budget in different parts of the
world. The step by step approach, confining the parameters
first and using these for the global distributions again distin-
guishes this paper from previous studies.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we introduce
the model setup. The systematic survey of different scale sets
for the CGWS scheme is shown in Sect. 3. Also in Sect. 3
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zonal mean cross sections of GWMF, its vertical gradient,
GW drag as well as global maps and GWMF spectrum in
terms of zonal phase speed and latitude are presented. Fi-
nally, the summary and discussion are given in Sect. 4.
2 Model setup
Simulations are performed for January and July 2006 us-
ing three main elements: first, convective GWs are gener-
ated using the CGWS scheme developed at Yonsei Univer-
sity (Song and Chun, 2005). The waves are propagated up-
ward using the Gravity wave Regional Or Global RAy Tracer
(GROGRAT) (Marks and Eckermann, 1995; Eckermann and
Marks, 1997). Finally, a comprehensive observational filter
for limb sounders (Trinh et al., 2015) is applied for compar-
ison with HIRDLS observations. These key components of
our simulation are each briefly described in a subsection be-
low.
2.1 Convective gravity wave source scheme
The Yonsei CGWS scheme is described in detail by Song
and Chun (2005) and here only a short summary is given.
This analytical model assumes a diabatic forcing region in
a three-layer atmosphere. This three-layer atmosphere has a
linear wind shear increasing from U0 at the surface to Ut
at an altitude lying between bottom height and top height
of the diabatic forcing. Starting from that altitude level, the
background wind is constant and equals Ut . Stability of this
three-layer atmosphere is characterized by a piecewise func-
tion equalingN1 below the cloud top andN2 above the cloud
top. Momentum flux due to gravity waves is calculated from
the cloud top and can be presented as a function of horizontal
phase speed:
M(c)=−sgn(Ut − c)ρ0 2(2pi)
2
LxLt
(
g
cpT0N
2
1
)2
N2
|Ut − c| |X|
22(c). (1)
Here c is the horizontal ground-based phase speed, ρ0 is
the air density at cloud top, Lx and Lt are appropriate spa-
tial and temporal scales, respectively, used for averaging, cp
is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, T0 is the ref-
erence temperature at cloud top, |X|2 represents resonance
between vertical harmonics of natural wave modes and dia-
batic forcing. |X|2 also represents gravity wave filtering by
the background wind during vertical propagation up to the
cloud top. Therefore, |X|2 is referred to as a wave-filtering
and resonance factor. In the updated version of the CGWS
scheme, Choi and Chun (2011) later redefined N2|Ut−c| |X|2 as
the wave-filtering and resonance factor. 2(c) is the diabatic
source function, which is described as follows:
2(c)= 2q
2
0
δx
(
δxδt
16pi
)2 √
pi/2√
1+ (c− cq)2/c20
, (2)
where q0 is the maximum magnitude of the diabatic forcing,
cq presents the moving speed of the forcing, and c0 = δx/δt ,
where δx and δt are spatial and temporal scales of the forcing,
respectively. The function 2(c) has a maximum at the phase
speed equaling to cq and monotonically decreases as |c−cq |
increases (cf. Fig. 6a in Song and Chun, 2005).
The parameters q0 and cq as well as the cloud bottom and
cloud top height needed to calculate the wave-filtering and
resonance factor are determined from MERRA as follows:
the vertical configuration of the heating is a 2nd order poly-
nomial (cf. Eq. 8 of Song and Chun, 2005). Based on that
assumption, heating profiles provided by MERRA data are
fitted using a second order fit. Cloud top and cloud bottom
data from the MERRA data set are used as a first guess for
the second order fitting. Results of this second order fit are
then used to recalculate top and bottom of the forcing re-
gions. Also, the maximum value of the fitted heating profile
between recalculated forcing top and forcing bottom is de-
fined as q0. The moving speed cq is determined as the hor-
izontal background wind averaged below 700 mb (Choi and
Chun, 2011).
The parameters δx and δt are free tunable parameters of
this CGW source scheme. In this work we perform a system-
atic survey by running our simulations with different spa-
tial and temporal scales. All the scales used for this survey
are shown in the first two columns in Table 1. It should be
noted that in previous studies the free input parameters δx
and δt have been defined using educated guesses. In the cur-
rent work, these parameters are defined using spectral infor-
mation from observations. Therefore, we first keep an open
mind and estimate δx and δt by adaption to the observed
spectrum. A potential physical process related to these δx
and δt values will be discussed later in the paper.
For computational efficiency the momentum flux spectrum
M(c) is not sampled continuously, but up to 10 maxima in
the phase speed range from −100 to 100 m s−1 are selected.
These discrete values are used as input for the GW ray tracer,
launched at the cloud top, and propagated away from the
source. Shallow heating depths are not effective in exciting
far-propagating GWs. Therefore, simulations are run only for
heating depths equal or larger than 3.5 km. When coupling
the GW ray tracer to the CGWS scheme, there is a further
tuning potential to adapt the global distributions. We can re-
duce the launch amplitude by a factor of 1/
√
α and simulta-
neously multiply the number of launched rays by a factor of
α. In this way we retain the same total GWMF at launch but
reduce the amplitude of the individual waves. This may be
interpreted by spreading the same total GWMF over a larger
area, i.e., assuming that the wave packet has a larger spa-
tial extent. An important consequence is that by reducing the
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Table 1. Surveyed and selected spatial and temporal scales (δx, δt) as well as intermittency factor (ζ ) for the Yonsei CGWS scheme. Spectra
corresponding to the values given in bold are shown in Fig. 1.
Scales used for surveying Selected scales for January Selected scales for July
δx (km) δt (min) δx (km) δt (min) ζ δx (km) δt (min) ζ
4 10 80 240 1.0 40 80 1.0
8 20 120 120 0.4 160 100 1.0
12 40 200 150 0.4 250 240 1.0
25 80 250 360 0.7
40 120
80 240
120 360
250 720
400
800
1200
amplitude of the individual waves, saturation is reached at
higher altitudes in the atmosphere.
The vertical profile of latent heat release is taken from
three-hourly MERRA (modern-era retrospective analysis for
research and applications) assimilated data, which use a pa-
rameterization for convection. The chief aim of the param-
eterization is to capture the total amount of rain and the
vertical redistribution of water. That should confine the ver-
tical structure of latent heat release. This is the only ex-
plicit input we require from MERRA for our study. Spatial
and temporal scales of the convection are formulated in the
CGWs scheme as described above. More detailed informa-
tion about MERRA data as well as convective parameteri-
zation in MERRA can be found, for example, in Rienecker
et al. (2011), Kim and Alexander (2013) and Wright and
Fueglistaler (2013).
2.2 The gravity wave ray tracer
In the current work, propagation of GWs from convective
GW sources into the middle atmosphere is performed us-
ing GROGRAT. Details about this ray tracer are presented
in Marks and Eckermann (1995) and Eckermann and Marks
(1997). We here only give a brief description. GROGRAT
is based on the full gravity wave dispersion relation, which
includes both non-hydrostatic gravity waves and the Corio-
lis force. Wave packets are propagated according to the local
group velocity of the wave depending on the wave vector
and intrinsic frequency. The ray-tracing equations (Lighthill,
1967) are solved using a 4th order Runge Kutta integrator.
The integration comprises the calculation of refraction of the
wave vector caused by gradients of the atmospheric back-
ground in both vertical and horizontal directions. Wave ac-
tion is calculated along the wave trajectory accounting for
dissipation, damping, and saturation processes. Amplitude
damping caused by turbulence is calculated following the
work of Pitteway and Hines (1963). Radiative damping due
to the temperature difference between warm and cold phases
of the wave is considered following Zhu (1994). The satu-
rated amplitude of the wave is limited using saturation crite-
ria of Fritts and Rastogi (1985). Moreover, MERRA winds
and temperature are used as atmospheric background for the
ray-tracing calculations.
2.3 The comprehensive observational filter for satellite
limb sounders
For comparing modeled results with HIRDLS observations, a
comprehensive observational filter for satellite infrared limb
sounding of gravity waves was applied. Details of this obser-
vational filter are described in Trinh et al. (2015). The ob-
servational filter considers both the visibility of waves to an
infrared limb sounder and a sophisticated representation of
the observation geometry. The absolute GWMF simulated by
applying this observational filter to the model results can be
directly compared to the GWMF from observed temperature
amplitudes (Ern et al., 2004):
F = 1
2
ρ
λz
λh
( g
N
)2( Tˆ
T
)2
, (3)
where F denotes absolute GWMF, ρ is the background atmo-
sphere density, λz and λh are vertical and horizontal wave-
lengths, respectively, g denotes the gravity acceleration, N
is the buoyancy frequency, T is the background temperature
and Tˆ is the temperature amplitude of the wave. Although
Eq. (3) is based on a monochromatic wave assumption while
CGWs are a multiscale problem, it was shown that in a sta-
tistical sense, spectra of CGWs obtained from 2-D Fourier
transform can be well reproduced using a single-wave ap-
proach (Lehmann et al., 2012). Furthermore, our modeling
approach is based on a number of discrete waves, which en-
hances compatibility between the two approaches. We thus
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expect that no larger biases will be introduced by the chosen
approach.
The observational filter comprises four main processes:
(1) visibility filter, (2) projection of the wavelength on the
tangent-point track, (3) aliasing effect, and (4) calculation of
the vertical observed wavelength. The first process (visibil-
ity filter) considers impacts caused by radiative transfer and
retrieval (Preusse et al., 2002). This visibility filter directly
influences the temperature amplitude Tˆ . From HIRDLS ob-
servations information is provided only along measurement
track. The horizontal wavelength along measurement track is
generally larger than the real horizontal wavelength. The sec-
ond process of the observational filter determines this along-
track wavelength and the associated reduction of GWMF by
modifying λh in Eq. (3). The aliasing effect (the third pro-
cess) estimates the projection of waves towards much longer
wavelengths by aliasing and the corresponding reduction of
GWMF. Due to the aliasing effect, λh in Eq. (3) may have a
larger value and accordingly, F may decrease. The calcula-
tion of the vertical observed wavelength (the fourth process)
addresses effects of non-vertical altitude profiles. Due to this
effect, not only the vertical structure of an observed wave is
sampled, but also to some extent the horizontal structure. The
vertical wavelength λz in Eq. (3) therefore should be recal-
culated by considering this effect. Finally, additional correc-
tions are applied that are required for the real satellite data
to remove dominant vertical oscillation of quasi-stationary
planetary waves as well as to keep only those vertical wave-
lengths for which amplitudes can reliably be determined in
the 10 km vertical window of the MEM/HA spectral analysis
(Preusse et al., 2002; Ern et al., 2011).
3 Results
3.1 A systematic survey of the Yonsei CGWS scheme
The purpose of this systematic survey is to find sets of free
parameters δx and δt which describe spectra in terms of hor-
izontal and vertical wave numbers observed by HIRDLS. For
the systematic survey of the spatial and temporal scales we
tested the whole set of combinations given by the surveyed
scales in the first two columns in Table 1. These scales are
selected on one hand to cover the whole potential ranges,
on the other hand with the appropriate step width to mini-
mize the number of different scales and therefore to improve
the computational efficiency. An appropriate step width also
helps to distinguish the changing of the spectrum in the base
10 logarithmic scale of the wave numbers.
Figure 1 provides an overview of the results for a reduced
set of filtered, simulated GW spectra. In Fig. 1, for a better
visualization, only spectra corresponding to the values given
in bold in Table 1 are shown. Spectra in Fig. 1 are shown for
July 2006 at the altitude of 25 km and averaged over the same
regions defined as deep convection (DC) regions in Ern and
Preusse (2012). The location of these regions is indicated in
Fig. 2; regions for boreal summer (Northern Hemisphere) are
marked in red, regions for austral summer (Southern Hemi-
sphere) are marked in green. The spectra in Fig. 1 are gen-
erated by binning absolute GWMF from ray-tracing calcula-
tions according to horizontal and vertical wave numbers (kh
and m) using a technique similar to that of Ern and Preusse
(2012). The base 10 logarithmic scale is employed here, i.e.,
the x axis shows k˜h = log10(1/λh) while the y axis shows
m˜= log10(1/λz). Here λh and λz denote the horizontal and
vertical wavelengths, respectively. The sizes of each bin in x
and y direction are δk˜h = 0.1 and δm˜= 0.1.
In Fig. 1 the color shading represents the GWMF spectra
simulated by the Yonsei CGWS, propagated to observation
altitude by GROGRAT and filtered according to the compre-
hensive observational filter. The dashed contour lines indi-
cate the spectrum observed by HIRDLS for regions of deep
convection (Ern and Preusse, 2012). For the model spectra,
spatial scale increases from the right column to the left col-
umn in Fig. 1. The temporal scale increases from the bottom
to the top in Fig. 1. As shown by Fig. 1, the horizontal wave-
length of the spectral peak increases as the spatial scale δx
of the convective system increases. Due to the resonance ef-
fect formulated in the CGWS scheme, the phase speeds and
hence the vertical wavelength of the spectral peak depends
only weakly on the temporal scale δt of the convective sys-
tem. We hence use the observed spectra to (a) gain informa-
tion on the horizontal scale, which is not determined by the
model conception, and (b) to validate the vertical wavelength
spectrum. This is a corroboration of the model assumptions.
The comparison of the spectrum hence is a confirmation that
the basic assumptions of the model describe reality well, at
least in a statistical sense.
It can also be seen in Fig. 1 that GWs forced by convec-
tive systems with very short spatial and temporal scales (e.g.,
Fig. 1n, o, s, t) are strongly suppressed in HIRDLS obser-
vations due to the observational effect. Some of the spec-
tra (e.g., Fig. 1g, h, l) show a spectral peak, which locates
closely to the observed spectral peak. To complement the sur-
vey grid with a parameter set providing a close match with
the observed spectral peak, we calculated additional spectra
with δx = 200 km and δt = 150 min for January 2006 and
δx = 160 km and δt = 100 min for July 2006.
As mentioned in the introduction, the large-scale convec-
tive system studies (Liu and Zipser, 2015; Khouider and
Moncrieff, 2015; Kilpatrick and Xie, 2015) indicate that
CGW forcing is a multi-scale problem with major contribu-
tions by a few dominant scales. For this reason we combine
several spectra from the systematic survey in order to obtain
a best fit to the observed spectra. Spectra are super-imposed
by minimizing the following function:
η =Mobs−
∑
i
ζiMi/
∑
i
ζi, (4)
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Figure 1. A systematic survey of the CGWS scheme depending on different spatial and temporal scales of the convective system for
July 2006. The color code shows the simulated GWMF spectra of CGWs generated by the Yonsei CGWS scheme, propagated upward
to 25 km altitude using GROGRAT and filtered according to the observational filter. The dashed contour lines show the spectrum for regions
of deep convection observed by HIRDLS.
where Mi is a single spectrum from the systematic survey,
ζi is the respective intermittency factor, and Mobs is the ob-
served GWMF spectrum. Combinations of Mi with respec-
tive ζi , which give the best fit to the observed spectrum, are
chosen from minimization of η and shown in Fig. 3c for
January and Fig. 3d for July 2006. For computational effi-
ciency, we limit the maximum number of combined spectra
to 4 and only largest ζi are selected. The selected spatial scale
δx, temporal scale δt as well as corresponding intermittency
factor ζ are shown in Table 1 for January and July 2006.
As shown by Fig. 3c and d, the filtered simulated spectrum
matches the observed spectrum very well in both shape and
location of the spectral peak for both conditions of January
and July 2006. The scales selected by our approach quantita-
tively agree well with those found in the convective system
studies, which were mentioned in the introduction.
Moreover, it is noteworthy that different combinations of
scale sets are needed for January and July (cf. Table 1). This
leads to a question: is the difference between January and
July 2006 caused by a persistent difference between the two
hemispheres or is it caused by the temporal variability of con-
vective source processes? In order to investigate this ques-
tion we have considered spectra for 3 consecutive years. This
is described in Appendix A. In summary, we find a general
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Figure 2. Regions of deep convection. For the Northern Hemi-
sphere, three regions of deep convection are demonstrated by three
red rectangles. For the Southern Hemisphere, three regions of deep
convection are indicated by three green rectangles.
tendency for longer horizontal wavelengths in the Southern
Hemisphere caused by different source characteristics. We
also find a modulation of the GW spectrum at 25 km alti-
tude likely due to the QBO which can be reproduced with the
same set of model parameters. This indicates that the QBO
modulation is caused primarily by different propagation con-
ditions of the GWs.
In addition, in order to demonstrate effects of the obser-
vational filter, we show unfiltered combined spectra of the
same selected scale sets for January 2006 in Fig. 3a and for
July 2006 in Fig. 3b. Comparison of Fig. 3a, b and Fig. 3c, d
shows that the observational filter not only reduces the mag-
nitude, but also significantly changes the shape of the spec-
trum. In particular, contributions of short horizontal wave-
length waves as well as short vertical wavelength waves
strongly decrease and are also partly shifted to longer hor-
izontal wavelengths. More details about effects of the obser-
vational filter on GW spectrum can be found in Trinh et al.
(2015).
3.2 Zonal average of convective GWMF and its vertical
gradients
In Sect. 3.1 the free parameters of the convective source
scheme were estimated. In this section, we apply these pa-
rameters to global-scale simulations in order to estimate the
effect of CGWs on the global distribution of GWMF and
GW drag. There are limitations to our approach: the selected
scales are determined in regions that are likely dominated
by GWs that are excited by deep convection (see Fig. 2 for
regions of deep convection). However, in regions which are
not dominated by one source process, we cannot sort the ob-
served waves according to sources, at least not based on cur-
rent limb sounding observations. Comparison between ob-
served and modeled spectra thus does not provide a meaning-
ful constraint on the CGW source scheme parameters. There-
fore the constraint from the regions of deep convection is the
only observational guidance we have and which we consider
preferential to a guess. Accordingly, in order to study the im-
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Figure 3. Unfiltered combined GW spectra of selected scale sets for
(a) January 2006 and (b) July 2006 and filtered combined spectra
of selected scale sets for (c) January 2006 and (d) July 2006. All
spectra are shown for the altitude level of 25 km. The color code
represents combined filtered simulated spectra; the dashed contour
lines represent spectra observed by HIRDLS for regions of deep
convection.
portance of CGWs on a global scale, the selected sets of δx
and δt are used globally for the convective sources for Jan-
uary and July, respectively.
Zonal averages of GWMF and its vertical gradient are cal-
culated and shown in Fig. 4 for January and in Fig. 5 for
July 2006. In all panels of Figs. 4 and 5, contour lines in-
dicate zonal average zonal wind for the respective month.
In order to generate zonal averages of absolute GWMF, the
values from ray-tracing calculations are first binned onto a
three-dimensional grid with bin sizes of 10◦ in longitude, 2◦
in latitude and 1 km in altitude. Results are normalized by
total number of rays and the zonal averages are calculated.
Figures 4a and 5a show simulated absolute GWMF with-
out observational filter effects for January and July, re-
spectively. Unfiltered GWMF shown in Figs. 4a and 5a is
calculated as Fph =
√
F 2px +F 2py , where Fpx and Fpy are
GWMF components in zonal and meridional direction, re-
spectively, as determined from the ray-tracing calculations.
Both Figs. 4a and 5a show a main maximum of GWMF in
the summer subtropics spreading from the equator to about
25◦ S (Fig. 4a) or to about 25◦ N (Fig. 5a), which is con-
sistent with the latitude band of deep convection (e.g. Jiang
et al., 2004). The width and magnitude of this maximum de-
creases with altitude due to wave dissipation, wave breaking
and wind filtering. For January, this decrease is significant
and strongly related to wind filtering at the altitude of about
20 km, where GWs encounter a wind reversal.
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Figure 4. Comparison of simulated GWMF and its vertical gradients with observations from HIRDLS for January 2006. Panel (a) shows
simulated unfiltered absolute GWMF. Panel (b) shows simulated filtered absolute GWMF. Panel (c) shows absolute GWMF observed by
HIRDLS. Panel (d) shows simulated zonal GW drag. Panel (e) shows simulated vertical gradient Q. Panel (f) shows simulated vertical
gradient P . Panel (g) shows observed vertical gradient of absolute GWMF from HIRDLS. Simulations were performed using MERRA data.
For details see text.
Figures 4b and 5b show filtered, simulated absolute
GWMF for January and July, respectively. Due to the obser-
vational filter the magnitude of GWMF is reduced by about
half an order of magnitude.
Observed GWMF from HIRDLS for January and July are
shown in Figs. 4c and 5c, respectively. It should be noted that
observations from HIRDLS shown in Figs. 4 and 5 contain
global data of all regions, not only the regions of deep con-
vection. For comparing filtered, simulated GWMF (Figs. 4b,
5b) with observed GWMF (Figs. 4c, 5c) it is very important
to keep in mind that the model results show GWMF only
from convective sources, while observations from HIRDLS
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Figure 5. Comparison of simulated GWMF and its vertical gradients with observations from HIRDLS for July 2006. Panel (a) shows
simulated unfiltered absolute GWMF. Panel (b) shows simulated filtered absolute GWMF. Panel (c) shows absolute GWMF observed by
HIRDLS. Panel (d) shows simulated zonal GW drag. Panel (e) shows simulated vertical gradient Q. Panel (f) shows simulated vertical
gradient P . Panel (g) shows observed vertical gradient of absolute GWMF from HIRDLS. Simulations were performed using MERRA data.
For details see text.
contain GWMF from a variety of sources. As convection
is believed to dominate the summer subtropics, we expect
model and observations to better match at low latitudes. At
mid and high latitudes HIRDLS observations indicate an en-
hancement, likely due to other sources. Considering these
facts, the simulated maximum in Fig. 4b and the secondary
maximum in Fig. 4c in the summer subtropics match well.
The same agreement can be seen by comparing Fig. 5b and
c. In particular, centers of these maxima are both located at
about 15◦ S for austral summer (Fig. 4b, c) or at about 15◦ N
for boreal summer (Fig. 5b, c). Also, the structure of these
maxima in the tropics from about 20 to about 40 km altitude
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in both simulations and observations follow the contour line
of the wind reversal. However, the magnitude of the simu-
lated maximum is somewhat lower than the observed one.
Moreover, the width of the simulated maximum is slightly
narrower than the observed one. The weaker and narrower
peak in the simulations could indicate that deep convection is
spread over a wider latitude range than simulated in MERRA
or that we need to revisit the forcing efficiency. However,
there are also indications from radiosonde and ground-based
measurements (e.g. Leena et al., 2012; Pramitha et al., 2015)
and modeling (e.g. Preusse et al., 2014) that in the regions
of deep convection GWs are excited around tropopause alti-
tude. Details of that GW excitation are not fully understood,
but they are presumably associated with the shear and strong
buoyancy change present at these altitudes. These waves
seem to be less focused to the convective regions and produce
a substantial background outside the selected convection re-
gions used for the spectra (cf. Figs. 4c and 5c) and thus po-
tentially become important in the zonal means. At high win-
ter latitudes, CGWs contribute only a minor part of the total
GWMF. This can be seen from the unfiltered GWMF values
as well.
3.2.1 Different measures of the vertical gradient
Vertical cross sections of the absolute value of GWMF span
several orders of magnitude and accordingly a logarithmic
color scale is used, which emphasizes the major features
while the precise vertical structure is difficult to discern. On
the other hand, for discussing the interaction of GWs with
the background flow it is important to consider the exerted
zonal mean drag in the zonal direction. We calculate the drag
by calculating the vertical change of zonal momentum flux
along the ray. In this way the calculations take into account
wave dissipation and horizontal refraction but do not cause
a spurious acceleration where GWs just propagate horizon-
tally out of a region where we calculate the vertical gradient.
The zonal mean drag in the zonal direction is calculated as
follows:
X =−〈1/ρ · ∂
∂z
Fx〉, (5)
where ρ is atmospheric density, Fx is the zonal GWMF and
〈〉 denotes the zonal mean. Unfortunately measurements can
provide only vertical gradient P :
P =−〈1/ρ · ∂
∂z
|(F )|〉, (6)
where F is the horizontal vector of GWMF,  denotes the
observational filter and | | denotes absolute values in 2-D,
i.e., here
√
(Fx)2+(Fy)2, where Fy is the meridional
GWMF. In fact, differences between X and P can be signifi-
cant: waves dissipating, because they reached saturation am-
plitudes, but propagating in opposite directions cancel each
other when calculating X but contribute both positively in
calculating P . Moreover, waves propagating conservatively
but moving out of the observational filter  will enhance P
but they do not contribute to the real drag X. Therefore, P
may exhibit different patterns from X. However, P still em-
phasizes the vertical gradient and in this respect it is the clos-
est proxy for X we can gain from measurements. The model
setup of this paper allows us to calculate both X and P and
hence to compare P to the observations. Furthermore, we
can study the various contributions of dissipation, drag and
observational filter by calculating different combinations of
the vertical derivative, the observational filter and the abso-
lute value.
3.2.2 Physical interpretation:
Figures 4d and 5d show the simulated zonal drag X for
January and July 2006, respectively. In the tropics (15◦ S–
15◦ N), in the lower and mid-stratosphere (i.e., up to about
35 km) drag is exerted in regions of vertical wind shear.
There we find positive drag for positive shear and negative
drag for negative shear as expected for the driving of the
QBO. Moreover, the magnitude of the simulated zonal drag
X is comparable to the “missing drag” deduced in Ern et al.
(2014). In Ern et al. (2014), in order to estimate the QBO
driving by GWs, the transformed Eulerian mean zonal mo-
mentum equation (Andrews et al., 1987) was utilized. All
terms of this equation except the drag due to GWs were
calculated using ERA-Interim assimilated data (Dee et al.,
2011). The drag due to GWs is then deduced based on this
equation and other calculated terms and is referred to as the
“missing drag”. In addition, for January 2006, Fig. 4d shows
a particularly noteworthy U-shaped structure at the altitudes
of around 30 km.
The closest similarity to observed potential drag is pro-
vided by P , which takes into account reduction of observed
GWMF both by dissipation and by the fact that waves are
moving out of the observational filter. In order to distinguish
between these two processes we introduce a further quantity
which shows only the true dissipation we observe. Figures 4e
and 5e show another type of vertical gradient of GWMF,
which is calculated as follows:
Q=−〈1/ρ · |( ∂
∂z
F )|〉. (7)
The vertical gradientQ only considers the dissipation caused
by those waves which are visible to the instrument. This also
means that dissipation of waves which are not seen by the
instrument is not taken into account in Q even though these
waves exert real drag and are taken into account in calculat-
ing X. In Fig. 4e the U-shaped structure is much less pro-
nounced in comparison with Fig. 4d, which indicates that the
drag is exerted when the waves attained very short vertical
wavelength and are already removed by the observational fil-
ter fromQ. Such short vertical wavelengths would also mean
that critical level filtering is an important process in this re-
gion.
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In both Fig. 4e and d, strong dissipation can be seen for
a wind maximum at 40–45 km altitude and 20◦ S, which is
located above the strongest sources. The maximum is simi-
larly strong in Q and in P indicating that observational filter
effects are less important. This is the case for waves with
vertical wavelengths longer than the short-wavelength edge
of the observational filter. This also means that critical level
filtering is not relevant at this point. For longer vertical wave-
lengths, dissipation may be reached just by the exponential
amplitude growth which compensates the decrease of atmo-
spheric density. This is particularly likely in regions where
GW amplitudes are large already at excitation level. The net
drag in Fig. 4d is low indicating that waves from both prop-
agation directions contribute, which is compatible with sat-
uration by amplitude growth. A small preferential net drag
in this case is caused by a preferential direction in GWMF.
Similar strong dissipation can be seen at the same altitude
range at about 20◦ N in Fig. 5d and e. Here the preference in
propagation direction and net drag are considerably stronger.
This dissipation in the upper stratosphere is important for the
driving of the SAO in the tropics (cf. discussion in Ern et al.,
2015).
Figures 4f and 5f show simulated P (the quantity observa-
tions should be compared to). For January, both the U-shaped
structure at around 30 km and the maximum above 40 km are
visible and correspond well to similar structures in the ob-
served vertical gradient from HIRDLS (Fig. 4g). In Fig. 4d
and f, the U-shaped structure is more pronounced than in
Fig. 4e. A possible reason for this difference is the following:
in the U-shaped structure we presumably see many waves
of low horizontal phase speeds which are refracted to very
short vertical wavelengths and therefore are not visible to the
satellite instrument. As the saturation is reached only when
the vertical wavelength is even shorter than the short edge
of the visibility filter, these waves propagating from below
first do not pass the observational filter any longer (absence
in Fig. 4f at 30 km altitude and 15◦ N) but dissipate almost
immediately above (Fig. 4d at 30–33 km and 15◦ N). The dis-
sipation itself is then not visible to the satellite (low values of
vertical gradient at 30–33 km and 15◦ N in Fig. 4e). It should
be mentioned that a related shift in the altitude of observed
GWD has been discussed in Ern et al. (2014).
As we mentioned in Sect. 2.1, further tuning is achieved
by reducing the launch amplitude by a factor of 1/
√
α and
simultaneously multiplying the number of launched rays by
a factor of α. In this study α is chosen to be 5. The choice
of α does not affect the total GWMF at launch but can affect
GWMF aloft, shifting the saturation level to different alti-
tudes. Therefore, depending on the choice of α structure and
magnitude of GWMF, zonal drag, simulated P , and simu-
lated Q may be altered. With a more detailed consideration
of the momentum balance this tuning factor may need to be
revisited.
The GW drag maximum at 40 to 45 km altitude is seen
in Fig. 4e, f and g, but not in Fig. 4d. This is likely caused
by longer vertical wavelength waves having gained satura-
tion amplitude but not causing much net GW drag as differ-
ent propagation directions contribute. In July we find closer
correspondence between P and X (again with some altitude
shift). The structures of P and X also agree quite well with
the structures of observed vertical gradients shown in Fig. 5g.
Similar to GWMF, the observed vertical gradients in Figs. 4g
and 5g are dominated, in particular at higher latitudes, by
signatures from sources other than convection. It should also
be noted that a 10 km vertical analysis interval is used for
HIRDLS data analysis, which could also lead to some differ-
ences between model results and observations.
The results presented in this section show good general
agreement between modeled and observed GWMF and po-
tential drag (i.e., vertical gradient of absolute GWMF). This
raises confidence in studies investigating the momentum bal-
ance of global-scale wind fields such as the QBO (Ern et al.,
2014) or SAO (Ern et al., 2015) where scales are concerned
that limb sounders can observe. However, the systematic sur-
vey of spectra shows that there are source scales which can-
not be addressed by limb sounders, for instance the param-
eter choice associated with MF1. These shorter scales have
the potential to carry larger momentum flux at a higher satu-
ration threshold, as the saturation threshold is proportional to
the horizontal wavenumber of the waves. This and a poten-
tially different phase speed distribution in such unconfined
scales might allow to convey GWMF to higher altitudes and
hence contribute to explain differences in the vertical gra-
dient of GWMF between limb-sounding observations and
parametrizations employed in GCM (Geller et al., 2013).
3.3 Horizontal distribution of GWMF and phase speed
spectrum
In this section we show horizontal distributions of simulated
convective GWMF as well as spectra of GWMF in terms of
zonal phase speed and latitude. In Figs. 6 and 7 data for Jan-
uary, and in Figs. 8 and 9 data for July are shown. Figures 6
and 8 give values for 25 km altitude, while Figs. 7 and 9 give
values for 40 km altitude. In each of these figures, the left col-
umn contains global maps of GWMF: panel a the unfiltered,
simulated GWMF, panel c the filtered, simulated GWMF and
panel e the observed GWMF. The right column shows zonal
GWMF as a function of zonal phase speed and latitude (here-
after referred to as phase speed spectra) in bins of 4 m s−1
and 4◦. For both maps and spectra the color scales indicate
the base 10 logarithm of GWMF. As for phase speed spectra
GWMF with negative (westward) phase velocities is nega-
tive (westward GWMF), these values were multiplied by −1
before applying the logarithm. HIRDLS does not provide a
propagation direction and accordingly phase speed cannot be
deduced from the measurements.
In the global maps (panels a, c, e), the rectangle indi-
cated by the magenta dashed line shows the low-latitude area,
where convection is assumed to dominate. Blank areas in
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Figure 6. Horizontal distribution of (a) unfiltered absolute GWMF and (c) filtered absolute GWMF in comparison with (e) horizontal
distribution of observed absolute GWMF. Panel (b) shows phase speed spectrum of unfiltered zonal GWMF (absolute values) and (d) shows
phase speed spectrum of filtered zonal GWMF (absolute values). In phase speed spectra, GWMF values associated with negative values of
phase speed (on the left-hand side) are multiplied with−1. Results are shown for January 2006 at 25 km altitude. Simulations were performed
using MERRA data. For details see text.
panels a, c, e refer to values of GWMF, which are out of the
shown value range (<−5.0 (log10 Pa) or>−1.0 (log10 Pa)).
In panels b, d, the gray thick line indicates zonal mean of
zonal wind at the considered altitude level, magenta plus line
shows maximal zonal mean of zonal wind in the altitude
range from cloud top to the considered altitude level, and
magenta dot line shows minimal zonal mean of zonal wind
in the same altitude range.
For January 2006, at 25 km altitude, high values of unfil-
tered GMWF are found over central south America, south
Africa, a strip spreading from Madagascar to Indonesia, In-
donesia and north Australia, and a strip over the Pacific
ocean at around 20◦ S latitude spreading from 180 to 120◦W
(Fig. 6a). After applying the observational filter, GWMF de-
creases by about half an order of magnitude (Fig. 6c). In ad-
dition, the observational filter also changes the distribution
of GWMF at some locations. For example, over the Indone-
sian region, a band of high GWMF at about 10◦ N spreading
from the Philippines to 180◦ E, is decreased stronger in com-
parison with the band of high GWMF at about 0–10◦ S. Fig-
ure 6e shows observed GWMF from HIRDLS. Comparison
of filtered GWMF (Fig. 6c) and observed GWMF (Fig. 6e)
shows quite a good agreement in location of GWMF peaks in
the summer subtropics. In particular, the maxima over cen-
tral south America, south Africa, Indonesia and north Aus-
tralia are reproduced. The magnitude of filtered GWMF is
lower in comparison with observed GWMF which, as dis-
cussed above, can be explained by a lack of other sources
than convection.
The phase speed spectrum for January 2006 at 25 km al-
titude (Fig. 6b) shows a major peak in the tropics with east-
ward phase speed from several ms−1 to about 25 ms−1, with
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Figure 7. Horizontal distribution of (a) unfiltered absolute GWMF and (c) filtered absolute GWMF in comparison with (e) horizontal
distribution of observed absolute GWMF. Panel (b) shows phase speed spectrum of unfiltered zonal GWMF (absolute values) and (d) shows
phase speed spectrum of filtered zonal GWMF (absolute values). In phase speed spectra, GWMF values associated with negative values of
phase speed (on the left-hand side) are multiplied with−1. Results are shown for January 2006 at 40 km altitude. Simulations were performed
using MERRA data. For details see text.
the center of the peak at about 5 ms−1. At higher phase
speeds (beyond 40–50 ms−1), two minor peaks in both east-
ward and westward directions are found. The GWMF asso-
ciated with these minor peaks is about 2 orders of magnitude
lower in comparison with the main peak. In mid- and high-
latitude regions, high GWMF values are mainly associated
with westward phase speeds varying from several m s−1 to
about 40 ms−1. Figure 6d shows the phase speed spectrum of
filtered GWMF. The observational filter in this case reduces
GWMF magnitude but almost does not impact the spectrum
structure.
The effect of wind filtering can also be found in the phase
speed spectrum. This effect occurs when a wave encounters
the critical level, i.e., where the background wind equals the
phase speed of the wave. In this case, the intrinsic phase
speed and thus the vertical wavelength approach zero caus-
ing saturation and the release of GWMF. In Fig. 6b and d,
GWMF are mainly found in the areas where GW phase speed
is larger than maximal zonal mean of zonal wind (magenta
plus line) or lower than minimal zonal mean of zonal wind
(magenta dotted line). A small amount of GWMF still can
be found in between these two lines because of the follow-
ing: (a) these lines only indicate the zonal mean of the zonal
wind and thus waves may be able to propagate due to local
variations and (b) many waves also have a meridional com-
ponent. Still the findings indicate that filtering is dominated
by the variation of the zonal wind.
For January 2006 at 40 km altitude, the horizontal band
of high GWMF values in the summer subtropics becomes
narrower (more concentrated around latitude of∼ 15◦ S) and
is slightly shifted poleward. The magnitude of GWMF de-
creases strongly with altitude, as can be seen by comparing
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/7335/2016/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 7335–7356, 2016
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Figure 8. Horizontal distribution of (a) unfiltered absolute GWMF and (c) filtered absolute GWMF in comparison with (e) horizontal
distribution of observed absolute GWMF. Panel (b) shows phase speed spectrum of unfiltered zonal GWMF (absolute values) and (d) shows
phase speed spectrum of filtered zonal GWMF (absolute values). In phase speed spectra, GWMF values associated with negative values of
phase speed (on the left-hand side) are multiplied with −1. Results are shown for July 2006 at 25 km altitude. Simulations were performed
using MERRA data. For details see text.
Figs. 6a and 7a. This is also in agreement with the vertical
cross section of absolute GWMF shown in Fig. 4a. A wind
reversal at about 30 km altitude is likely the main reason for
the reduced GWMF values close to the equator, or in other
words, for narrowing the horizontal band of high GWMF
values. The location of simulated and observed GWMF hot
spots agrees well (cf. Fig. 7a, b, c). At 40 km altitude the
measurements indicate that GWMF in the hot-spot regions,
where the model results suggest deep convection as the dom-
inant source, is enhanced by about 1 order of magnitude com-
pared to the background regions. This is a stronger enhance-
ment than at 25 km altitude (about half an order of magni-
tude) and indicates that the non-convective background is rel-
atively less important at 40 km.
Also the phase speed spectrum changes with altitude: the
main peak of the spectrum at 40 km does not stretch over
the equator as for 25 km but is limited only to the Southern
Hemisphere. This change is according to the change of the
maximal zonal wind, which is indicated by the magenta plus
line. This line surrounds the main peak in the tropics. An-
other major difference of the phase speed spectrum at 40 km
in comparison with the one at 25 km is the absence of the
peak at mid- and high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere
at westward phase speeds (20 to 40◦ S). This absence is again
likely related to wind filtering as indicated by the magenta
dotted lines for the difference in minimum zonal winds in
Figs. 6b, d and 7b, d, respectively.
For July 2006 at 25 km altitude, unfiltered GWMF
(Fig. 8a) shows high values over the Caribbean sea, central
Africa and the Asian Monsoon region. Figure 8c shows fil-
tered GWMF with the magnitude reduced significantly due
to the observational filter. Comparison of filtered GWMF
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Figure 9. Horizontal distribution of (a) unfiltered absolute GWMF and (c) filtered absolute GWMF in comparison with (e) horizontal
distribution of observed absolute GWMF. Panel (b) shows phase speed spectrum of unfiltered zonal GWMF (absolute values) and (d) shows
phase speed spectrum of filtered zonal GWMF (absolute values). In phase speed spectra, GWMF values associated with negative values of
phase speed (on the left-hand side) are multiplied with −1. Results are shown for July 2006 at 40 km altitude. Simulations were performed
using MERRA data. For details see text.
(Fig. 8c) and observed GWMF (Fig. 8e) shows quite a good
agreement in locations of GMWF maxima. As seen before in
the zonal means, however, the observed GWMF maxima are
wider, i.e., extend further to the north. In addition, the model
results also show GW excitation following the warm water
currents of the Gulf Stream and the Kuroshio.
Similar to January 2006 at 25 km altitude, the phase speed
spectra (Fig. 8b and d) show a main peak in the summer sub-
tropics with eastward phase speeds from several ms−1 to
∼ 30 ms−1. Moreover, two secondary peaks in the summer
subtropics at high phase speeds (larger than 40–50 m s−1),
which are ∼ 2.5 orders of magnitude smaller in comparison
with the main peak, are also found. The observational filter
decreases the GWMF magnitude but almost does not alter
the structure of the phase speed spectrum. This can be seen
by comparing the spectrum structure shown Fig. 8b and d.
Similar to the January case, the magnitude of GWMF
decreases with altitude (Fig. 9). This decrease, however, is
weaker than in January. In particular, there is no strong re-
duction of GWMF in the tropics, which narrows the region
of strong GWMF between 25 and 40 km, such as for January.
Concerning the phase speed spectrum at 40 km altitude
(Fig. 9b, d), a major difference in comparison with the spec-
trum at 25 km is much lower GWMF at mid and high lati-
tudes in the Northern Hemisphere (from 40–80◦ N). This can
be seen by comparing Figs. 8b, d with 9b, d. This reduction is
likely related to the change of minimal zonal wind at this lati-
tude range, which can be seen by comparing minimum zonal
mean of zonal wind in Figs. 8b, d and 9b, d, respectively.
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4 Summary and discussion
In this study, the free parameters δx and δt representing
the horizontal and temporal scales of the convection are
derived; the strength and vertical structure of the heating
are calculated from MERRA analysis data. The trajectory
calculation for convective GWs generated by the CGWS
scheme is performed using GROGRAT (Marks and Ecker-
mann, 1995; Eckermann and Marks, 1997). For comparison
with HIRDLS observations, a comprehensive observational
filter (Trinh et al., 2015) is applied. The observed spectra can
be well reproduced in terms of spectral shape and location
of the peak by super-imposing four scale sets. The spectral
shape of GWMF in the summer subtropics is different for
January and July. Matching of simulated and observed spec-
tra can only be achieved by different combinations of scale
sets of the convective source indicating that this is an effect
of the source properties rather than of the propagation condi-
tions or observational filter. We considered 3 different years
and found that in the Southern Hemisphere, source character-
istics of the GWs cause consistently longer horizontal wave-
lengths. We also found a modulation of the spectrum due
to a modulation of the propagation conditions by the QBO.
This modulation of the spectrum can be reproduced using the
same set of CGW source parameters during different years.
We used the parameters determined from the spectra and
considered the contribution of these waves to the momentum
balance by calculating zonal mean cross sections of absolute
GWMF and its vertical gradients and compared them to re-
spective observed quantities. The approach is limited by the
fact that we have to use globally the CGW scheme param-
eters estimated for the subtropics, which is the only obser-
vational constraint available. The zonal average of filtered
simulated GWMF is consistent with observed GWMF in the
summer subtropics in both structure as well as magnitude.
Applying the observational filter to the model, we find that in
the mid-stratosphere in regions of wind shear, slow GWs are
refracted to very short vertical wavelength. Consequentially,
these waves cannot pass our observational filter and remain
invisible whilst dissipating and exerting GWD at the loca-
tion closely above the altitude where they become invisible
to the instrument. Close to the stratopause waves of longer
vertical wavelengths from all propagation directions reach
saturation amplitudes and dissipate, in some cases without
exerting much net drag. Similar to the absolute GWMF, the
vertical gradient of filtered GWMF agrees well with the ob-
served vertical gradient. Values of simulated zonal drag X
are of the same order as the expected GW driving of the QBO
(Ern et al., 2014). This indicates that GWs from convection
organized at scales of the order of 100 km are important for
driving the QBO.
Horizontal distributions of absolute unfiltered and filtered
GWMF are also presented in this work. These horizontal dis-
tributions show a good agreement with observed horizontal
distributions in the structure as well as the magnitude. Main
convection hot spots are well reproduced. We also showed
the GWMF spectra in terms of zonal phase speed and lat-
itude. These spectra show a main peak in the tropics and
summer subtropics associated with eastward phase speeds
between several ms−1 and about 30 ms−1. As CGWs are
commonly believed to dominate the tropics and subtropics,
these phase speed spectra are expected to match respective
observations of the same regions.
The vertical gradient of absolute GWMF provided by mea-
surements is not always an indication of drag. At places
where GWs have grown to reach saturation amplitudes con-
tributions from different propagation directions cancel each
other. We see such a case, for instance, in the southern sub-
tropics around the stratopause in January. In addition, waves
may leave the observational filter but do not break. For in-
stance, it was argued by Alexander (2015) that in this way
the comparison of vertical gradients of observed absolute
GWMF with a momentum balance of the QBO shown by
Ern et al. (2014) is not meaningful. The spectra inferred in
this study show that zonal wind filtering of GWMF occurs
for slow phase speed waves and in a very similar way for
unfiltered and filtered simulations. Accordingly, in the zonal
means there is a large similarity between simulated P (the
quantity corresponding to observations) and the absolute val-
ues of simulated drag Q. The only effect we can find is that
waves first leave the observational filter and break soon after
above, which shifts the observed “drag” downward in com-
parison to the real drag, an effect which was already dis-
cussed by Ern et al. (2014). Regarding wave saturation ef-
fects, it has been discussed by Ern et al. (2015) that the sit-
uation becomes more complicated if wave saturation apart
from critical levels occurs. In this case, additional informa-
tion about the GW spectrum may be required (for example,
like pre-filtering of the GW spectrum by the winds at lower
altitudes) to correctly interpret vertical gradients of observed
absolute GWMF.
Due to the limitations of current global observations, the
synergetic use of physics-based models, observational filter
and observations using both absolute values of GWMF and
its vertical gradient is currently the most promising way to
infer the true properties of GWs in the atmosphere. GWs
from single convective cells with horizontal scales of a few
kilometers cannot be constrained by limb sounder data and
exist in parallel as studies using different instruments show
(Choi et al., 2009, 2012). The GWs exited by such events are
clearly subgrid to global models and need to be parameter-
ized, but also larger scale CGWs from organized convection
may not well be represented depending on the convection
parameterization (Ricciardulli and Garcia, 2000; Kim et al.,
2007; Preusse et al., 2014) and would in this case need to
be parameterized, even if the scales of potentially resulting
GWs could be resolved by the dynamical core of the model.
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5 Data availability
The data used in this study are open access and are
provided by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA). These data are available at http:
//disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/. The data used in the current
study are: tavg3_3d_cld_Cp: MERRA 3D IAU Diagnos-
tic, Cloud Properties, Time average 3-hourly (GMAO,
2008a), tavg3_3d_mst_Cp: MERRA 3D IAU Diagnostic,
Moist Physics, Time average 3-hourly (GMAO, 2008b),
tavg3_3d_udt_Cp: MERRA 3D IAU Tendency, Wind
Components, Time average 3-hourly (GMAO, 2008c),
tavg3_3d_tdt_Cp: MERRA 3D IAU Tendency, Temperature,
Time average 3-hourly (GMAO, 2008d), and HIRDLS/Aura
Level 2 Geophysical Parameters (Gille and Gray, 2012).
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Appendix A: Interannual variability and consistent
differences between Southern and Northern Hemisphere
In this section, we address how the interannual variation of
spectra compares to the difference between the spectra for the
two hemispheres. Spectra are calculated for the deep convec-
tion regions defined by Ern and Preusse (2012) and shown
in Fig. 2. For boreal summer (June, July, August) spectra are
calculated for the regions marked in red, for austral summer
(December, January, February) spectra are calculated for the
regions marked in green. Figure A1a, b, c show spectra av-
eraged for boreal summer for 2005, 2006, 2007 respectively;
panels d, e, f show spectra averaged for austral summer for
2005/6, 2006/7, 2007/8. Therefore, each row in Fig. A1 can
be considered as the spectra of the different hemispheres of
the same year.
From Fig. A1, it can be seen that regarding the magni-
tude of momentum fluxes, there is considerable year-to-year
variability in the Northern Hemisphere and weaker variabil-
ity in the Southern Hemisphere. Time series of GW mo-
mentum flux from SABER (Ern et al., 2011) indicate that
these variations are related to the QBO. Considering all three
rows, there is a consistent difference in the overall shape
of the spectral distributions for the Northern and South-
ern Hemisphere, respectively. In addition, for the Northern
Hemisphere, the peak vertical wavelength is slightly longer
in years of stronger momentum flux. On the other hand, for
a given hemisphere, the peak horizontal wavelength is very
similar for different years.
In order to show the variation of the horizontal wave-
length more clearly, we produced line plots of the horizontal
spectral distribution. Normalized GWMF spectra at a verti-
cal wavelength of 9 km are shown in Fig. A2. The value of
9 km is chosen because for all spectra 9 km is close to the
peak value. In Fig. A2, the solid lines show the spectra for
Northern Hemisphere and the dashed lines show spectra for
Southern Hemisphere. In particular, solid blue, green, and
red lines show spectra averaged for boreal summer (June–
August) for 2005, 2006, 2007 respectively. Dashed blue,
green, and red lines show spectra averaged for austral sum-
mer (December–February) for 2005/6, 2006/7, 2007/8. The
differences among solid lines or among dashed lines are
smaller than the difference between these two groups. The
spectra for the Southern Hemisphere (dashed lines) are per-
sistently peaking at lower horizontal wavenumbers (longer
horizontal wavelengths) compared to the Northern Hemi-
sphere spectra.
We now apply the scale sets that we found based on ob-
servations of 2006 to simulate spectra of the different hemi-
spheres for different years. The simulated spectra at 25 km
altitude are shown in Fig. A3. In Fig. A3, the color code
shows the simulated GWMF spectrum and the dashed con-
tour lines show the respective observed spectrum. As Fig. A3
shows, the scale sets selection based on observations of 2006
can reproduce the observed spectra of the same hemisphere
for other years quite well. It is noteworthy that the year-
to-year variability is well captured by these simulations (cf.
Figs. A3 and A1). This year-to-year variation is particularly
visible in the Northern Hemisphere, presumably associated
with the QBO. An exception is the Southern Hemisphere
in 2007 which exaggerates the interannual variations in the
simulation (cf. Fig. A3e). The disagreement for the South-
ern Hemisphere, 2007 therefore will be the subject of further
investigation.
The year-to-year variability, in particular for the Northern
Hemisphere, is reproduced using only one set of GW source
parameters for all years. This indicates that the variability is
introduced by the QBO via the variation of propagation con-
ditions and not by a variation of the source characteristic.
In particular, this is consistent with the fact that the vertical
wavelength changes between different years but not the hor-
izontal wavelength.
In addition, we tested whether simulations based on the
Southern Hemisphere setup of selected scales can reproduce
observed Northern Hemisphere spectra, i.e., the setup of the
opposite (wrong) hemisphere is used for this simulation. As
an example, this simulation was carried out for July 2006.
The results are shown in Fig. A4. The simulations comprise
effects of the observational filter and modulation by the back-
ground wind. The fact that using the setup of Southern Hemi-
sphere cannot reproduce the observed spectrum of the North-
ern Hemisphere is therefore an indication that the difference
in the observed spectra is not caused merely by observational
filter effects, i.e., that there is a real difference in the GW
source characteristics (scales) for the two hemispheres.
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Figure A1. Observed spectra for different hemispheres for 3 con-
secutive years. Panels (a, b, c) Show spectra averaged for boreal
summer (June-August) for 2005, 2006, 2007 respectively; pan-
els (d, e, f) show spectra averaged for austral summer (December–
February) for 2005/6, 2006/7, 2007/8. All spectra are averaged over
three regions of deep convection of each hemisphere as shown in
Fig. 2.
Figure A2. Observed normalized GWMF spectra at vertical wave-
length λz = 9 km for different hemispheres for 3 consecutive years.
Solid blue, green, red lines show spectra averaged for boreal sum-
mer (June–August) for 2005, 2006, 2007 respectively. Dashed
blue, green, red lines show spectra averaged for austral summer
(December–February) for 2005/6, 2006/7, 2007/8.
Figure A3. Filtered simulated GWMF spectra for different hemi-
spheres for 3 consecutive years. Panels (a, b, c) show spectra for
July 2005, 2006, 2007 respectively; panels (d, e, f) show spectra
for January 2006, 2007, 2008. All spectra are averaged over three
regions of deep convection of each hemisphere as shown in Fig. 2
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Figure A4. Filtered simulated GWMF spectra for Northern Hemi-
sphere (July) 2006, run by using the set of scales selected for South-
ern Hemisphere (January 2006).
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